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EDITORIAL
. Scientists, with a few notable and honourable exceptions, have declined to
involve themselves with the study of UFO manifestations: This has left the field
wide open_to the incursion of scientific cranks, whose specious pretensions confuse
those who"have bravely shouldered the burden of the research, in dtfault of the experts
whose task it ought to be.

The scientific crank is not necessariiy a common ignoramus. Any person
possessing a little common sense can see through the claims 

-of 
the sort of coifidence-

fficksters who solicit cash contributions to fi.nance trips to the Moon and planets, in
flying s_aucers which they have constructed secretly in their backyards. 

-The 
kind

of crank I have in mind is a much more complicated individual. 
-

He has a strong belief in his own pet theory. He often possesses considerable
real knowledge of various branches of scientifi.c research. What has led him astrav
is an id6e fixe, perhaps arising out of some unrecognised psychologicat quirk in hii
makeup. In support of his cherished delusion he will twist and perveit fact in a
way which the layman is often unable to discern.

The so-called Atlantologist is a case in point. He is convinced that plato's

loqV 9f t vast_ mid-Atlantic Continent, which sank in a cataclysm some 9,000 years
B.c., i9 literally true. He assembles, as evidence for his belief, a conglomerati6n of
similarities in the art, architecture and mythologies of the civilisatiohs of the Old
and New \7orlds, which the non-expert, dazzled by the genuine erudition involved
in the compilation of the catalogue, accepts readily as proof of the former existence
of Atiantis. Under cover of this erudite smokescreen, our Atlantologist is able to
command acceptance of sundry geological and biological ' proofs ' of highly dubious
vintage.

The plain fact is, of course, that if the cockle-shell ships of Columbus could
cross the Atlantic-if,, indeed, as we know to be the case, lone voyagers can cross it
in rowboats-the giant galieys of the Ancient World could cross it with ease.
Evidence is accumulating in recent years that they did in fact cross it. This, of
courser accounts for the similarities between Old and New World civilisations simolv
and directly, withour the need for postulating the former existence of a mid-Atlantil
Continent.

Science has contributed to the confusion by its reluctance to admit intercourse
between the Old and New Worlds in Antiquity, thus presenting a classic instance of
scientifi.c dogma hindering the recognition of scientific fact.

There seems now to be little doubt that any substratum of historical fact in
Plato's Atlantis story, derives from the vast eruption of the volcanic island of Thera,
(Santorini), in the Aegean, which dealt a death-blow to the Minoan civilisation of
Crete, about the year 1450 B.C.

Low in the scale of crankery are the devotees of the pseudo-occult movements,
whose belief in a theory is directly proportional to its vastness, vagueness and
general improbability. \7ith these enthusiasts, a million aeons are as a mere
thousand years with the Lord ! My observation is not intended as a reflection upon
the true Arcane Tradition, which is not available to the general public in books and
pamphlets.
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At the pinnacle of the edifice of crankery are a few men of deep learning and
unquestioned ability, r1hos9_ th_eories, unacceptable in tuto, nevertheless antilipate
in certain particulars scientific findings unavailable when thby wrote. The name ofDr. Immanuei velikov_sky_ springs to mind in this connection. There ur., too,
theories, like those of sTilhelm Reich, which rest under very strong suspicion oi
crankery but which have yet to undergo scientific examination and mirst, therefore,
be treated as sub judice for the present.

The above has a vital leallng on UFo-research, in that all too"many uFo
meetings de€errerate into veritable orgies_of crankery, in which Atlantis ls fitithety
9gu3t9d *I!_Egyp! and Assyria as a veritable civiliiation of yore, or in which thl
Horbiger-Bellamy hypothesis of Earth's multiple moons is ireaied as on a level
w-ith Kepler's Laws of Planetary Motion. It cannot be stressed too strongly that
uFo-researchers., in prep^aring papers or lectures for presentation to the"public,
should be at pains to inform themselves of the scientific status of theories they
propose to expound. If we wish our findings to command the attention of scientistq
we must train ourselves to think and behave iike scientists. Let it be said, however,
that we should do well to remain uncontaminated by the dogmatism and'exclusive-
ness which have overtaken certain scientists and which ar-e as deplorable as the
credulity and easy faith of the minions of crankery.

we should do well, too) not to confuse science proper with the insidious
materialistic outlook which is too often associated with it and which is actually blocking
scientific progr_ess in certain directions, notably in the realm of research into psychica"l
phenomena. In. attempting_ ro sreer a couise between scientific dogmaiism and
materialism on the one hand and pseudo-scientific crankery on the otTrer, we have
no easy task. trf there is any golden rule to be followed heie, it is probabiy that we
should eschew private predilection at all times, in favour of'fact ana togic.

HOAX AND HALLUCINATION : THE EVIDENCE
while a detailed theory of uFo hoaxing and hallucinating has yet to be

developed (no dorrbt sceptics think it so much a foregone conclusi"on thaithe effort
yoyld. be wasted) it is still possible ro search the uFo data for signs that psycho-
logical mechanisms are at work.

^ - 
The .direct way of doing this would be to examine the personality characteristics

of the witness. Here solid evidence is totally lacking; we don't Lven know, for
example, whether UFO reporters are more or less extiaverted than the population
as a whole. _-The only data to draw on are the casual judgments of invesiigators;
forexample Hynek, who claims that witnesses tend to be of a6ove-average inteliigence
qq t!?l hoaxers and psychotics can_befairly easily identified (3, 4). "Hynek, "along

with Michel, Sprinkle, Schwarz and others-(2) has stressed the ni:ed for exiensivE
screening of witnesses, leading to an estimate of observer reliability, and \Valker
(in-l) has_provided a hypothetical case-study showing how the use of physiological
and qsychological measures might lead to an explanation where l6ss- strin"gent
interview techniques would have failed.

,
;
*
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A few contactees have admitted fabrication of their stories (at least one following
a failure to pass a lie-detector test) and in some other cases (e.g. Scoriton) the evidence
points that way; but these are extreme examples and quite unlike the typical
" landing " incident where an ordinary farmer or policeman, say, describes his
experience without religious or mystical overtones. It's impossibie ever to be
certain that a given report is a fake in the absence of a confession or of physical
evidence (e.g. the "disc " in a photo is shown to be suspended on wire), but with
regard to hallucination, it is possible to be more definite: whereas there are hundreds
of cases in which two or more persons have described the same " object," often
from different locations and with objective backing, there are no cases on record in
which an apparently reliable person claiming to have seen a wholly unconventional
" craft " can be shown positively to have been the victim of hailucination.

Since there is no firm evidence about the individual witness, it is necessary to
use statistical methods; are UFO reports distributed in time and space in ways
predictable from the psychological theory ?

It was the USAF that first presented evidence reiating UFO report frequency
and national publicity given to " ffying saucers " in rhe U.S.A. In Project Blue
Book Status Reports 8 (31.12.52) and 10 (27.2.53) were displayed two graphs
plotting daily report frequency and major newspaper and magazine UFO articles
(NICAP edn., 1968, pp. 143 and 183): on the basis of these studies it was concluded
that " the direct relation between newspaper publicity and the number of reports
submitted has been firmiy established. . " (Sratus Report 11, 31.5.53). Unfort-
unately, the " direct relation " seems to have been only in the eyes of the Blue Book
personnel; not only do the figures fail to show any systematic connection between
publicity and report frequency, but no tests of significance were used and the data
were so badly graphed that it is imposiible to carry out quantitative analysis using
them. So this issue is still open, although most UtrO groups possess the necessary
raw material for its solution, including estimates of the signal/noise level which is
probably more helpful (than the total report frequency) in this context.

It is well established that there is an inverse lelationship between population
density and number of reports per head of population (8). This law holds good both
within (9) and between countries (10) and is most pronounced for the Type I events,
even allowing for the UFOs occasionally found parked in Caracas side-streets. It
is quite contrary to the prediction from the psychological theory.

It has been shown by Vailee (8) and Pearson (7) that UFO reports have tended
over certain periods to correlate with the synodic period of Mars (the time between
oppositions); this finding is quite reliable and does not fit in with the psychological
interpretation. Vallee (8) also provides evidence that different UFO types have
different yearly and diurnal distributions; this is another reliable finding (despite
the odd remarks in 5) and is also hard to interpret-why should people fake or
hallucinate different types of UFO at different times ? Orthoteny is another
problem, if Saunders' radically new method of statistical anaiysis supports it as he
claims.

It is often suggested that UFOs are the ploducts of nationai anxiety and fear,
oi the Bomb, say, or due to the tension and pressure of modern life. Sometimes
the idea is phrased rather naively (e.g. 6) but writers such as Rhine and Sagan have
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pointed to the panic during the orson Tilelles " Invasion from Mars " and the
wave of reports that followed_the Sputnik 

-launchings as indicating how country-
wide_worry can give rise to odd stories. of course, nobody who pinicked in 1938
actually claimed to have-11e1a Marrian, and the 1957 had begun loni before Sputnik;
we must also ask why UFO waves didn't occur during the Cuban missile Crisis oi
during the years of the Depression, when, as vallee noies, science fiction magazines
and films r.vere enjoying considerable popularity. There is no evidence, eithSr, that
national levels of anxiety or neuroticism correlate with frequencies of landings per
head; horvever, political, geographical and cultural differences may render"c&n-
parisons between countries suspect. In connection with the 1954 cases, Vallee also
mentions a " moon illusion " effect which, he claims, indicates that the Type I
obl'ects were real. rn the light of present knowledge about perception this does
not seem fully justified, although it would be inteiesting ro see ihe experiment
repeated with more data.

_ Finally, th,ere are all the well-known objections to a subjective inrerpretation-
the presence of imprints, secondary effects, radar tracks, photos, multiple indepen-
dent witnesses, and the correlations between unpublicised sightings. taking these
into account we can arrive at a conclusion thaf seems justified in the light-of the
available data: Hallucinations may be discounted as an important agent in the
causation of UFo reports, and there remains a certain proportion of iases which
can be " explained " grly by postulating widespread and 

-sophisticated 
hoaxing,

drawing together prominent members of the public, the military, and the scientid'c
communities in what amounts to worldwide conspiracy. or, of course) they may
really be alien objects.
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE 1967 UFO WAVE

The author of this article has collected sightings relating to 1967 and analysed
them according to geographical distribution. He proposed a sighting probability
figure that could be used for detecting the incidence of reporting wa\res. Some
alignments were detected and are discussed in relation to the Fortean 'London
Triangle.'

A total of 179 UFO reports were obtained for England and Wales, mostly
from the Flying Saucer Review (Vol. 13, No. 5 and No. 6, and Vol. 14' No. 2 and
No. 3). It was felt that this would give a good country-wide source of information
without undue bias to any one particular area. For this reason the UFO report
by Stanway and Pace was not included as a source of information since although it
piovided an excellent survey of UFO activity in Staffordshire in 1967, its inclusion
would have given undue weight to the Staffordshire area in any analysis.

An analysis of the sightings county by county gave a table of which the following
is an extract of the top part:

(1) Lancashire
(2) Yorkshire
(3) Devon
(4) Kent
(5) Sussex

24 reports
13

1l
11

10

B. o/" (of 179)

7.3

6.2

6.2

5.5

It would be expected that Lancashire and Yorkshire would return the highest
number of sightings since they have the highest county populations (5.1 million and
4.7 miiiion, 11o/o and 10"/" of the total England and Wales population respectively:
Population Statistics 1961). Perhaps more significant is the fact that some counties
wifh low populations (less than I million) provided more reports than would be
expected. For example, Devon with a population of 800,000 returned_ I I 

-r-epgry9
(6:2o/,,), Berkshire, population 500,000 had 8 (4.5o/"), and Dorset, population 300,000
hadT (3.9o/).

If the sightings probability rate is taken as one sighting pet million of population
per year (giving 40 to 50 sightings per year from England and Wales) each county
could be given a sighting probability figure. On this basis, Lancashire with a

population of 5.1 million would be expected to return 5 reports per year- By
biviaing the actual number of reports in 1961 for each county by the population of
the county, the actual sighting rates per million were obtained. By this method,
Lancashire was found to have a rate of 4.7 per million instead of the expected one
per million. However, taking into consideration the fact that 1967 was not a

normal year, the Lancashire sighting rate cannot be regarded as exceptional.

$7hen the 1967 sightings rates were calculated lbr Devon, Berkshire and Dorset
the rates are 13,8, 16.0, and 23.3 per million respectively. Whether it was a general
rule in 1967 that there was a higher sighting rate in the less densely populated
counties could be shown by plotting the number of sightings per million population
against population densities of each county.
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A study of sightings in 1966 suggested that UFO reports could be aiigned.
It was decided to plot the 179 reports of 1967 to see what alignments, if any, were
apparent. The location of each UFO report was first established as accurately as
possible from an AA Road Map. This location was then transferred to an atlas
map of England and Wales and marked onto an outline by tracing off. Sites with
more than one sighting were double marked. lfhen all the reports had been thus
marked, several alignments became evident. Two of these alignments were con-
firmed independently. Three of them seem to confirm those suggested in the study
of 1966 sightings (see Handbook of Leys and Orthotenies). These were:

(1) Heysham (Lancs)-Birmingham-Stratford-Chipping Norton.
(2) Boscastle-Taunton-Slough-Clacton.
(3) St. Germans-Weymouth-Worthing-Dungeness.

Alignment (l) when continued passes through Berkshire west of Reading to
the south coast east of the Isle of Wight.

Alignment (2) passes through Warminster, then on near Reading, passing
south of West Mersea Island to the east coast at Clacton.

Both of these alignments were confirmed by a colleague who had not seen the
alignments which I had found, or the alignments of the 1966 sightings already
published. ft was agreed that alignment (3) was not as definite as the other two.

It may be interesting here to consider another intriguing fact. Charles Fort,
who noted many strange phenomena in England, mostly during the last century,
found that there often seemed to be a recurrence of phenomena at certain localities.
These were linked by a tiangle named by Fort as the London Triangle. The
north of the triangle was marked by Vorcester and Hereford, the west by Reading,
and the East by Colchester. Many strange phenomena were noted in the Reading
area, and Fort records that the severest earthquake in the 19th century was centred
near Colchester on April 22nd, 1884, West Mersea being one of the places which
suffered most.

Is it just a coincidence that an apparent alignment of UFO reporis now seems
to coincide with the base-line of the ' London Triangle '? The alignment passes
both Reading and Mersea Island. Reading, and in fact the county of Berkshire,
seemed to be quite an active area for UFO sightings, at least in 1967. If this is of
interest, an idea explaining a possible link between UFO alignments and fault lines
(with their associated seismic activity) was outlined in a letter which I wrote to the
Flying Saucer Review (see Vol. 15, No. 1).

I am open to comment on any of the statistics or assumptions I have put
forward here. Any further statistics will be willingiy supplied if requested.

G. A. Fnrra.
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ROOT OUT THESE STUPID HOAXERS

__^.Displea1ng incidents on the skywatching front are of concern to all genuine
Ufologis-ts. 

_ Th_.I contribute.only bad feeling and nothing consrructive to the study
of inexplicable flying objects in our skies. A iase in point arose from two remarkabll
sightings_rec_orded by BUFORA at cradle Hill, warminster, during the organised
sky watch of June 28-29th, 1969.

^ - _ 
Because the respective objects, large and starlike, hovered in the sky despite a

la!1ly_$tr south-east breeze, we concluded they were authentic UFOs. Mutry
BUFORA members presenr certainly agreed with- our opinion. when a torch wai
flashed at the second object, sailing steadily upward froh a point near Cradle Hill
copse, in the early hours of Sunclay, June 29th, there appeared to be a flash in
response) noted by many present.

Then began a chain of wretched rumours that the sightings were cunningly
ar,ranged hoaxes, carried out with the aid of lighted balloons inflated by helium.
we asked the mud-slingers for the names of the culprits. They promised we should
be supplied with the names, so when I lectured subsequently at caxton Hall and
Kensington Central Library, London, I temporarily conceded that there was a
confusion over the authenticity of the apparant UFOs.

No evidence has reached me of a firm or categorical enough nature for me to
change my opinion that these were genuine UFO sightings.

If hoaxers were responsible, how do they explain the fact that similar UFO
sightings were registered at warminster the following week. Proof ? Let us hear
first from Richard Heller of Ripon Grammar School, Yorks.

" On Sunday, the 29th June, at 11.2 p.m., I saw my third UFO. I wenr to
Cradle Hill and waited there for an hour, thinking I would be alone for the rest of
the night. -Then David Keepax from the Birmingham area turned up in his car
and soon after Terry Smith from Bath arrived. I do not know who first saw the
UFO at ll.2 p.m., I think it may have been Terry.

. . " The 9bjec1 appeared just like those of Saturday night, bright whitish-orange
in light and similar to Mars. I first noticed it approximately north-east from the
gate at the top of Cradle Hill. It was about five to ten degrees elevation and
traversed thirty to thirty-five degrees of the horizon.

" It accelerated on,two occasions, quite suddenly, its light intensity becoming
noticeably greater on doing so. The UFo was moving horizontally and againsi
the prevailing wind, which rules out any possibility of a balloon. when it reached
a bearing roughly north of us, it faded out and disappeared completely.

" We noticed particularly that there was no sound at any time during the sighting.
Terry said that just before the UFO appeared he heard some birds which weie
obviously disturbed by something. This, perhaps, might be significant,"

Thus Richard Heller.
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Now the relevant question is: Why should any UFO-rigging pranksters hang
around Cradle Hill area on Sunday, long after BUFORA members had left ? -

On the foilowing Tuesday, July lst, 1969, ex-Grenadier Guards N.C.O. John
C-otton, who is foreman in charge of motor transport at 27 Command Workshops
of REME, Warminster, saw a large cylindrical obiect teadng across local sky reach-es
between the Minster Church of St. Denys and the Cradle Hill area.

ft was late at night and he was returning along the Bath Road in his car. He
was patently shocked and surprised at the aerial phenomena, not daring until that
moment to credit the existence of UFOs.

John Bosley, a \Warminster Police sergeant, was on duty in the town the same
evening, when he saw a glowing circular object overhead, speeding across the sky
towards \Tarminster Down, near Cradle Hill. It fitted no conventional pattern of
aircraft or satellite, glowing red in fading sunshine and moving without noise.
Sergeant Bosley is an ex-Commando paratrooper.

Anurun SHurrrrwoon.

Editorial comment :

The above is slightly condensed from Arthur Shuttlewood's manuscript.

I was myself present on Cradle Hill on the night of June 29-29th, 1969 and
saw the disputed objects. They MAY have been lighted balloons, but, while
keeping an open mind on the subiect, I feel that Arthur's comments are deserving
of notice.

Outstanding UFO manifestations, like the celebrated 'Charlton crater'
episode of 1963, often provoke spurious confessions of hoaxing from publicity
hounds, weak-minded individuals and persons with private axes to grind.

UFO investigators, too, are apt to write off sensational UFO reports as faked
without being in possession ofadequate evidence offraud. I have reason to suppose
that the sighting and grouncl marks at Tyneham in Dorset, in August, 1969, fit
into this category.

In Britain, as in the U.S.A., exponents of the 'radical' and 'conservative '
approaches to the UFO enigma are often in conflict. The follorving observations
by a scientist of international repute, Professor Ludwig von Bertalanffy, are relevant
here:

. There is not a necessary opposition or enmity between the
rational way of thinking, that finds its clearest expression in scientific,
empirico-deductive thought, and intuitive experience culminating in what
the mystics, in necessarily insufficient language, tried to express. Rather
both have their place and may co-exist."

J.C-8.
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NOTES & QUOTES
A critic of the 'Journal ' with this issue the second vorume of ' BUFORA

JOURNAL ' ends. I have edited 2l out of the
24 issues which comprise Voiumes One and

Two and have contributed upwards of 50o/o of the mater:ial personally. A,{.r. Ron
Toft, Editor of 'Pegasus,' finds the 'JOURNAL' leaves something io be desired
in the matter of size and content. The size is limited by the amount oT cash availabie
for production. The content might be improved if qualified researchers would
take time off from paddling their private canoes and iespond to my appeals for
contributions.

That Byland Abbey uFo. It appears that the silvery disc which excited
" maximum terrorem " among the monks of
Byland Abbey, in A.D. 1290, was not, in spite

of the cond_ol.Rgpglt: a modern. s_choolboy fake. The report appears, according
to the late H. T. Wilkins, in the ' Chronicle ' of William of Newburgh.

Polar region 450 million years ago. This finding appears to vindicate the work of
Hapgood and campbeli, who, following Hugh Auchincloss Brown, formr-rlated in
1959.a crustal slip theory involving terrestrial -atastrophes at long intervals through-
out the Earth's history. Interested readers may refer to an ariicie of mine in ihe
'Journal' for Summer 1965, Vol. 1, No. 5, in which I dealt with the subject in
some detail, under the title, ' UFOs and the Antarctic fcecap.,

' Earth's shifting crust.' A 'Telegraph news item of 21st April, 1970,
states that evidence is now available that the area
which is now the Sahara was the Earth's South

A ncte for UFO sceptics. " The greatest of all causes of non-observarion
is pre-conceived opinion."-John Stuart Mill,

Meteorites on Exhibition. The chairman and I recently visited the newly-
opened 'Meteorite Pavilion' in the Natural
History Museum, South I(ensington. It is

interesting to see fragments of some of the meteorites one has read about in 18th
Century issues of 'The Gentleman's Magazine,' along with other fragments from
modern arrivals like the Barwell Meteorite of 1965. There is an Exhibition of A,toon
photographs in the Geological Museum which also merits a visit.

Hurnanoids repotted from A report is to hand from the Cowichan Valley,
British Columbia. British Columbia, of two human-like beings seen

inside a hovering UFO on New Year's Day
1910. A number of persons saw the UFO, although only one was in a position to
testify as to its occupants. This would seem to be one more nail in the cofin of
the exponents of the 'bug-eyed monster' school of thought on extra-terrestrial
life-forms. It seems to me axiomatic that life elsewhere will have evoived in
similar conditions to those of our planet and therefore, ex l4tpothe.si, in similar forms.
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2.

l. TITLE

Tbe--S_ocjely-shall. be called: "British Unidentified Flying Obiect Research Association," (shorttitle:
" B,U.F.O.R.A."), hereinafter referred to in these presents is: -'The Association.,'

AIMS

The Aims of the Association shall be:-
1. To. encourage and promote unbiased scientific investigation and research into Unidentified Flying

Object Phenomena.

2. To collect and disseminate evidence and data relating to Unidentified Flying Objects.

3. To co-ordinate U,F.O. Research on a nation-wide scale and co-operate with persons and organisations
engaged upon similar Research in all parts of the world.

ADMINISTRATION

(a) The members shall elect, at the Annual General Meeting, the President, Vice-Presidenti to the number of
three and National Executive Committee of the Association.

(b) The administration of the Association shall be vested in the National Executive Committee, (hereinafter
referred-to-in these presents as: "The Committee"), which shall consist of: Chairman, Viie-Chairman,
Honorary Secrgtary, Honorary Tteasurer and not more than eight other members in good standing,
members ex officio.

(c) The Committee shall meet on not less than four occasions in a year and Committee Members shall
receive written notice of such meetings, from the Honorary Secretary, not less than seven days in adyance.

(d) At a Committee Meeting, five members shall constitute a quorum and the Honorary Secretary shall
prepare minutes of the proceedings at such Meeting.

(e) The Committee may appoint and disniss other omcers as may be considered necessary in the interest of
the Association, and shall notify the members of such appointment and dismissals through the " Journal."

(f ) The Committee may co-opt up to three additional members and may appoint sub-committees for various
purposes, reserving the right to terminate such co-option and dissolve such sub-committee at discretion.

(g) The Committee shall exercise its authority in all other ways it may deem necessary, subject to the over-riding
provisions of the ConstiLution of rhe Association.

(h) The Committee reserves the right to repudiate statements made in its or the Association's name, without
authority, by any member or offcial.
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MEMBERSHIP:
(a) Any person who:-

1. Completes a membership application-form.

2. Is approved by the Committee.

3. Pays an Annual Subscription or Life Membership Fee as laid down elsewhere in these presents:
shall be deemed a member of the Association in good standing.

(b) In the case of an applicant for membership under the age of 16 years, the Committee shall further require
the wlitten consent to the application of a parent or guardian of the applicant,

(c) Members may express personal views of any kind on Unidentified Fltying Objecs but no such expressions
shall be held to reflect the offcial opinions of the Association.

(d) The Committee may suspend or expel any member whose activities are deemed to be preiudicial to the
interests of the Association,

(e) The Committee may confer llonorary Membership of the Association upon designated Members of foreign
or other UFO-research Societies, which shall be done upon a reciprocal basis and with the obiect of promoting
co-operation bet.reen such Societies and the Association.

( f ) The Membership may, at a General Meeting and on the recommendation of the Committee, confer Honorary
Membership or Honorary Life-Membership of the Association upon any person whose services to UFO-
resesrch are deemed to be deserving of such recognition.

MEMBER-SOCIETIES

(a) Any Organisation of U.F.O. researchers pursuing aims similar to those of the Associaton may apply to become
affiliated with it.

(b) Such affiliation shall be subject to the approval of the Committee.

(c) Member-Societies shall be entitledto administer their internal afairs without interlerence from the Association .

(d) Each Member Society shall pay to the Associationsuch annual subscription as shall be recommended by the
Committee and approved by the Membership at an Annual General Meeting,

(e) Member-Societies shall be entitled to the use of such facilities as the Association may, from time to time,
be in a position to offer to its members,

(f) Member-Societies shall contribute U.F.O. reports and information to the Association and may draw for
information upon the records ot the Association.

(g) A Member-Society may be expelled from the Association for activities prejudicial to the Association's
int€rest, which decision shall be taken by the Committee.

(h) Membership of a Society affiliated with the Association shall not confer membership of the Association upon
any person who has not complied with the provisions of Article 4(a) above.

COUNCIL:
The Committee may, at discretion and with a view to co-ordinating UFO Research in pursuance of its Third
Aim, convene an Advisory Council consisting of representatiyes of the Association, the Member-Societies
and outside UFO study organisations,

BRANCHES:

(a) The Committee may authorise the formation of a Branch or Section and may appoint a member in good
standing to act in the capacity of Secretary of such Branch or Section.

(b) The Committee shall exercise a general jurisdiction over the activities of Branches and Sections and may
at any time assume direct control over them, or dissolve them, if such action should be deemed necessary in
the interests of the Association.

MEETINGS:
(a) The Annual General Meeting shall be convened in London by the Committee, in the Autumn of each year.

(b) An Ordinary General Meeting may be convened by the Committee at ciiscretion.

(c) An Extraordinary General Meeting shall be convened within a reasonable period by the Flonorary Secretary
following a written demand addressed to the Chairman or Vice-Chairman and signed by eight members.

(d) Preliminary written notification of the Annual General Meeting must be given not less than ten weeks in
advance of the date on which the meeting is to be convened and such preliminary notification shall require
members to submit to the Honorary Secretary in writing, not less than eight weeks before the date of the
meeting, nominations for officers and Committee members and resolutions to be proposed and debated at
the meeting together with the names of the proposers and $econders of quch xesoiutions,
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(e) Final notification shall be sent to all members not less than two weeks before the Annual General Meeting,
'-' 6;ih;-Hi;;;iu.v S.ir.i*v, and shall conrain names of persons nominated and resolutions submilted in

accordance with the provisions of Clause (d) above.

( f ) At a General Meeting, twenty members shall constitute a quorum.

(g) Minutes shall be kept of the proceedings at a1l General Meetings.

(h) Nominations for the Committee may be accepted from the floor at an Annual General Meeting if,-in the-- opl"io" oiitrt l,leeiing, such nominltions are essential to enable the Association to be administered in an
efficient manner,

fOURNAL:
(a) ilhe Association shall issue quarterly, " The B.U.F'O.R'A. Journal."

(b) All members of the Association shall receive a copy of the " Journal " as one of the rights of membership.

(c) Articles appearing in the " journal " shall not be held to express the official views of the Association, unless
such is expressly stated in the title of a given article.

(d) The policy of the " Journal " shall be determined by the Committee in consultation with the Editor and the
contents by the Editor in the light of such policy.

SUBSCRIPTIONS I

(a) Each Member shall pay to the Association such annual subscription or Life Membership fee as shall be
-' ;;;;;a;a bt ifr"ti,d;itt"" ana approved by the Memberihip at an Annual General Meeting'

(b) Subscriptions shall become due on the lst day of September, and the first subscript-ion of new Members
'" ;f"iil;'p"i;1" i"ii - i"'iirt ^ aeiir-]".a pio'r"r" bvitri quait.. ofthe Association's financial year in which

it is paid.

(c) A member who fails to renew his or her subscription within a period of thr-ee months after it shall have been'-'au.'ioiti..*nt,i-t,"ri u"a.i*iaiol"u.l"pii,ifro-menbershjpanclshallnolongerenioyanyoftherights
or privileges accorded to its members by Ihe Associaton.

(d) Each Member shall be sent a written reminder that his or her membership will lapse if the subscription has

not been paid by November 30th in any year,

(e) Subscriptions paid late shall be back-dated to the date on which the member concerned should have effected
the renewal of the subscription.

(f) The Honorary Treasurer may, after consultation with th€ Chairman, reduce the annual subscription of a' ' member who has applied for such reduction on grounds of financial stringency or for other good reason.

(g) A member shall not be entitled to a refund of his or her annual subscription or.Life Membership fee, or any:' paiii|"mi, in tt " m"i oiir"tt -.-U". resigning from membership of the Association before the period
covered by the annual subscription has elapsed,

(h) A member expelled from the Association by the Committee shall be entitled to a refund of his or her sub-
scription, or Life Membership fee, in full.

EXPENSES;

(a) Members may be reimbursed for legitimate expenses incurred in the \york of the Association.

(b) Reimbursement cannot be guaranteed unless prior authorisation is obtained from the Committee'

(c) The llonorary Treasurer, with the consent of the Chairman or Vice-Chairman, may reimburse members- . 
summarily, ai discretion,-when the sum involved does not exceed 'fen Pounds, but must refer larger
demands to the Committee for sanction.

FINANCES :

(a) The Honorary Treasurer shall keep a detailed and orderly account of all monies received and expenditure' 
incurred by rhe Association and shall present a statement of accounts for the year ending 3lst August to the
Committee, not later than 30th September, of each year.

(b) The Annual General Meeting, or in emergency, the Committee, shall appoint two persons, not members
of the Committee or co-opted thereto, to audit the accounts of the Association each year.

(c) The audited statement of accounts shali be submitted to the members for approval, at the Annual General
Meeting of the Association.

(d) The Bankers of the Association shall be chosen by the Committee and the Banking Account shall be in the
name of: " B.U.F.O.R.A."

(e) All cheques drawn on the Banking Account shall be signed by two of the three follolving elected oflicers:
Chairman, Honorary Secretary, Honorary Treasurer,



13. AMENDMENTS:

The constitution of the Association may be amended by a special resolution, submitted in accordance with Clause8(d;..approved bv rwo thirds ot rr,e "iembiii-t;*"r"; ;;;";;;i b;;;.;r -M;!tiig'ri'6"v t*. thirds of themembership upon a postal ballot.

DISSOLUTION:
(a) The dissolution of the Association may be approved by_ rhe votes of a two-thirds maiority of its members,upon a postal Bcllot, following the rlcomnjendation 6f im C"--it*"-' '
(b) In the event of such dissolution, no member may claim a refund, in whole or part, of his or her annualsubscription or Life Membership' fee.

(c) outst-anding liabilities to trad€rs and suppliers and members' legitimate claims ro reimbursement of expenses,shall be met, in that order of priority, iirt or r"nai avait"tl. 
"? 

ir,i t-i--;?'i*.iru11i]r]'^
(d) Residual funds and properties m3v pq de-v_o1qd to aims previously sponsored by the Association, or to suchother purpose as may be determined by H.M. Commis6ioners.iCiriir-J& ri*;i;;.'*"'-



Meeting with a fellow I recently had the pieasure of meeting W.researcher' ffm"* ?:-r,,x'.tt#""Tffi:'iT fi!E::'"i
found him a friendly and sympatheric personality, a fine lecturer and possessed of
a memory which can only be described as phenomenal. His approach to the many
problems presented by the considerations of ancient UFO reports is less conserl
vative than rnine. Nevertheless, his ideas are stimulating and always deserving of
consideration.

J.C-B.

TWO BUFOR.A CONFER.ENCES
tsUFORA Northern Regional Conference, held at Wakefield,

6 September 1969.

The 1969 Northern Conference was organised by the Halifax Branch of
BUFORA, and held at the pleasant and modern Cezar's Wakefield Hotel. Visitors
were greeted by a small display of UFO items, which included blown-up UFO
photographs from the New Year Show, Charles Elrick's earthbound UFO rrrodel
complete with flashing lights, Peter Johnson's magnetic detector, and a model of
the New Year Show diorama.

The proceedings, chaired by Malcolm Bull, opened at 2 p.m., and the first
item was a lecture by C. Maxwell Cade, A.rNST.p., F.R.A.S., A.F.R.AE.S., C.ENG.,
F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E., ' avant-garde scientist and intellectual octopusr' author of Other
worlds than ours and co-author with his wife of The taming of the thunderbolts. A
lot of ufological ground was covered in an erudite and stimulating lecture, which
moved quickly through space travel and the Astronomer-Royal's comment thirteen
years ago that it was ' utter bilge ' to arguments for a plurality of worlds, descriptions
of the types of entity which could exist on other planets, methods of communication
and, finally, the iinks between ufology and parapsychology. After a short break
for an excellent sit-down tea, and after Lionel Beer had announced the untimely
and tragic death several days befbre of Australian scientist and ufologist Dr. Miran
Lindtner, five speakers talked briefly on various aspects of UtrO research. Anthony
Durham, 8.A., spoke, using terrestrial logic, on UtrO occupants and the likelihood
of their catching our diseases or us theirs. Stephen Smith, u.a., BUFORA
Research Director, spoke on the problems of investigation, and emphasised that all
our information is secondhand, and that we only investigate UFO reports, not UFOs.

It is significant that an aspect of UFO research which is generally being accorded
more attention, witness perception, also turned out to be the outstanding topic of
this conference. Colin Ingleton, Industrial Psychologist on the staff of the Manage-
ment Centre at the University of Bradford, tried to answer the question ' llow can
psychology (the scientific study of human behaviour) throw light on UF'O pheno-
mena ? ' He pointed out that man's perception is usually faulty to some degree
and can be influenced by a rvide variety of needs and motivations. An important
conciusion was that more attention needs to be paid to the UFO witness, and the
investigator should try to decide horv much error there might be in the witness's
perception. Dr. E. P. Cadogan, Hospital Consultant Psychiatrist, spoke further
on perception.

ll



The Rev. Dr. Norman cockburn, M.A., rounded offthe proceedings by exhorting
all ufologists to seek the truth, take uFos in their stride, and to be g-ood-Earthmenl
The conference, which had an audience of around 70, closed at 7 p.ri., and a private
dinn^er party held afterwards in this modern hotel, provided a stjmulating medium
for further exchange of information and ideas. It was apparent that th5 occasion
was a great success, and ali credit must go to Doreen and Trevor Whitaker and
their colleagues for an excellent piece of organisation.

]aunr Gnnconv.

BUFORA Western Regional Conference, held at Bristol, 16 May trg70.

This Conference was organised by the British trlying Saucer Bureau and held
at Shirehampton Public Hall, near Bristol. It was well attended and began under
happy auspices in that the wet weather of the previous days was succeeded 6y warmer
and sunnier conditions.

The theme of the Conference was that of possible UFO manif-estations in the
past. The first item was a painstaking review, by Captain Edgar piunkett, of Old
and Nerv Testament passages which might conceivably be read in a UFo context.
My personal feeiing is that the value of such references is slight.

An interesting account of modern scientific techniques of dating artifacts lrom
historical sites, was followedbyvarious short talks. Theproceedingsierminatedwith
a question-and-answer session in which members of the B.F.S.B., together with
Captain Mackay, Lionel Beer and rhe witer, dealt with points raiied by the
audience.

Sincere thanks are due to Mr. Graham Knewstub and his colleagues in the
British Flying Saucer Bureau, for the time and labour which were expended on
preparations for this Conference. An exhibition of UFO photographs and research
equipment, prepared by Captain .N.,l.ackay, attracted much favourable comment
among those attending the function.

J.C-8.

The British UFO Research Association does not hold or express corporate
views on UFO phenomena. The Editor and his contributors are solely responsible
fbr views advanced over theil' names in this 'Journal.'

Articles and items for inclusion in the 'Journal' must be sent direct to the
Editor and not to other BUFORA officers. Requests for permission to reproduce
material fiom the 'Journal' should also be addressed to the Editor.

I2



ANNUAL GENERAI, MEETING 1970

In accordance with the provision of Article 8(d) of the Constitution of the
BUFORA, preliminary notificarion is given herewith that the Annual General
Meeting of the Association will be held on Saturday, October 3rd, 7970, at 6 p.m.,
at the Kensington Central Library.

Nominations for the offices of President, Vice-Presidents, Chairman, Vice-
Chairman, Hon. Secretary and Hon. Treasurer, also for the eight remaining seats
on the National Executive Committee, should reach the Hon. Secretary in writing
not later than Saturday, August 8th, 1970. Resolutions to be debated at the A.G.M-.
should reach the Hon. Secretary by that date.

Only members of the Association in good standing, i.e., in possession of a
valid membership card, are entitled to be present and vote at the A.G.NI.

THE CHANGING WORLD OF UFOLOGY.
In the last few years the attitude of the general public to the subject of UFOs

seems to have undergone a silent yet radical change. In this article the Author
discusses the importance of this change, the reasons behind it and the possible
implications this might have fbr organised Ufology in this Country.

It is impossible to put dates to changes in public attitudes; amitudes alter
gradually over a period. However, would it not be fair to say that 1947-1957
was the period of almost total disbelief,, when people interested in the subject of
UFOs really were classed as cranks and the few students of the subject were very
much on the defensive. Could the period 1957-1967 be classified as the decade
when Flying Saucers took the place of Mother-in-Lalvs in music hall jokes and
when UFO Researchers started to come out of their shells. Towards the end of
this period one could discuss the subject reasonably seriously and it was the
Government and Authority in general that were on the defensive.

What then fot 1967-1917 ? Only three years have passed but nevertheless
one can perhaps detect in that time a change in the attitude of the man-in-the-
street. The reasons for this are, no doubt, legion but a few spring immediately
to mind:-

(i) More and more reliable sighting reports have been made to Ufblogists
and their investigations have progressed from the rather amateurish
questionnaire to a deeper, more scientific approach when the investigator
looks further than 'what was the weather like.'

(ii) BUFORA and its afiliated regional Societies have, by their responsible
attitude, been able to impress the news media in particular. Con-
sequently programmes like Panorama have devoted time to a fair
appraisal of the subject and Pressmen have becorne more objective in
their repolting.

l3



(iii) The efforts of those in authority to publicly ignore, or ar best to attempt
to belittle the idea that UFOs exist, has, in the opinion of many, badiy
misfired. The result being that the arguments of UFO researchers
appear more credible than the so-called explanations of Government
Agencies. (This particular factor may be more important than one
might first think, perhaps it is food for thought for a psychologist).

(iv) Many scientists, as well as other experts, especially at our Universities
and Colleges (there are UFO Research Groups at about a dozen of
these establishments) are now giving serious thought to the subject and
this encourages others to consider the possibility that we are not alone
in the Universe.

(v) BUFORA has, over the years, done excellent work in the field of public
education with exhibitions (Olympia), Conferences (Oxford, Cambridge,
Bristol, Birmingham, London and Wakefieid) and lectures throughout
the Country.

The result of the above, as suggested earlier in this article, has been an im-
pressive change in the attitude of people to UFOs. One now fi.nds that a vast
number of the general public can accept the idea of UFOs-they don't even talk
about Flying Saucers any more!-without too much difficulty. Indeed in dis-
cussions one often hears the non-Ufologist say " of course UFOs exist,
we can't be the only intelligent life in the whole of creation, can we) so what are all
the UFO researchers worrying, fussing and getting excited about." This reaction
is quite common and we Ufologists are not certain whether to rejoice at the public's
' conversion' or to despair at the continuing frustrating attitude of authority.

In these days when the views of those in Government seem to be so often at a
variance with public opinion (Common Market, Hanging, Decimalisation, etc.),
the Ufologist can afford to give himself a small pat on the back. He has succeeded
in convincing a large section of the population that there is life on other celestial
bodies, that some of this life is further advanced than life on this planet and that
people from other worlds are visiting our Earth just as we are now taking the first
hesitant steps in the exploration of our Solar System.

With rhis shift in public reaction to the subject of UFOs the approach, aim
and philosophy of UFO Societies must undergo revision. It is no longer necessary,
or desirable, to be an ' evangelical ' movement (the word is used in its loosest sense),
preaching the truth about UFOs. Lecturers now frequently find that they have
no need to offer the conventional proof of the existence of UFOs to their audiences
as they already accept the fact that they exist. People are now more interested in
how E.T.Vs (Extra Terrestrial Vehicles) come here, what their purpose might be
and how their presence might affect us.

Persons like Cramp and \\'inder and others appear to have recognised this
change in public attitude some time ago and now other Ufologists must follow their
example. We must put our time, energy and resources towards research into the
' whys and wherefores ' of E.T.Vs, as no clear thinking person who has studied the
subject should any longer doubt that other intelligent life does exist within the
IJniverse.

M. C. Horr, e.a.
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SCEPTICAL SIUFOP
It is highly probable that intelligent life, possibly more sophisticated than our

own, exists in some_ part of the Universe. It-is also-possible that this int.ttig."".
is trying to establish contact with other living beings^such as ourselves.

Many Ufologists would have us believe that they have succeeded and their
spacecraft, in tle form of 'flying_saucers,' have p-enetrated the Earth,s ut-orprr.r..
The evidence for this.rrfl4y takes the form of lights in the sky. unidentifiid
Flying objects obviously Do exist, as any light or o.-blect seen in tire sky i, ; CFoto someone who does not know what it is. The interpretation of ihese lights
however, is the point at which some ufologists frequently leave logic and opi-ro,
exciting mysticisms.

.The^ so.ciety for the .Investigation of UFo phenomena (SIUFop), upon
receipt of a sighting report, looks foi common human errors of observation. Signii"g
r-eports often add the witnesses occupation or letters after their name as if toimpii
that.thgir powers of observation are above question. This is not always the ca'sJ.
Typically a_witness might estimale the. speed of a uFo without being able to
estimate its height. This is _completely impossible, no matter how experiEnced the
witness might. be. At low levels of illumination the human eye can only see in
black and *.1t1t.,. any colouring b.eing purely in the imaginatibn. atso,'angutai
sizes of small.lights seen.in the sky are gen-erally over ejtimated by u"'oioEi-oi
magnitude. Although a lot of cases do contain information that would have been
impossible to ascertain, the witnesses should not be branded , liars,, but merely
human.

Common human errors of observation account for the mystery surrounding
many cases and those that are left are nearly all descriptions of naturai ot -utr-*udEphenomena. I have personally witnessed Ufologists misidentifying rut.iiii.r,
aeroplanes, meteors and even stars, turning them inio ' flying sauceis riflowirrg a;
erratic course.' However, we are still left with a few (v-ery few) sighting ,.p"ort,
that defy explanation along with a few ' contact' claims.

An investigation of the witness is then undertaken whele possible. If this
leveals that he (or she) is very imaginative, or relates what he wanted to see (e.s,
Master-Ship) instead of what he actually saw, or relates inconsistent arra contiuj-
ictory stories, then the report is dismissed.

. In SIUFoP's opinion, the almost insignificantly small number of r-eports left
does,not constitute proof that'flying saucers' exist; defining proof as 'sciendficailv
verifiable evidence ' and a ' flying slucer ' as ' an unidentifred terrestrial ;; ;;;
terrestrial vehicle.'

_ Many ufologists have called SIUFOP 'narrow-minded,' 'biased, and assert
that we ' set out to prove. thal {vins saucers_ do not exist.' fhis was not our aim ;it.is.impossible.to prove that flying s.aucers_do not exist! our memberc ur! ur*uyJ
willing to consider new rep_o_rts and theories, so if anyone can show us that our
opinions are wrong, we would be pleased to hear from them.

D. I. SlmpsoN.

(Chairman, SIUFOP).
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BOOK REVIEW
.. A REFERENCE BOOK OF U.F.O. SOUNDS ''

By DaN BurcHnn

Published by S.I.G.A.P., 14, Buckhurst Road, Frimley Green, Camberley, Surrey.

Pnrcn: 3/-.

The author of this booklet has been at pains to compile an exhaustive account
of every kind of sound which has ever been described as associated rvith UFOs.
He has done an excellent job and I regard this little treatise as a classic of its kind
and likely to prove invaluable to the researcher. The old belief that UFos are
invariably silent when in motion has suffered many blows in recent years. Perusal
of Mr. Butcher's opus should kill it once for all.

Some of the references are perhaps of questionable value and it might have
been better if occasional excursions into the lealm of the occult had been avoided.
That, however, is a minor defect and need not reflect on the overall value of the
work.

Ijltra and infrasound receive attention in a UFO connection and such fascinat-
ing topics as voices and singing heard to proceed from UFOs are not neglected.

I heartily recommend this book to all students of UFOs.

l.c-8.
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